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WOOD FIREDJAGRD

GRAVITY FED CABINET SMOKERS

When you want the authentic taste and aromas of a 
true American-style BBQ to WOW your customers, 
The JAGRD Gravity Fed Cabinet can’t be beaten for 
ease of use and consistent mouth-watering flavours.

A JAGRD Gravity Fed Cabinet is the ultimate in BBQ 
smoking excellence and will leave your neighbors or 
customers talking about your succulent low and slow 
smoked meats and delicious flavours for years to 
come! With a charcoal auto-feed system, you can 
simply set, forget and walk away – it’s really that easy.

With both our Baby and Beast gravity fed cabinets are 
100% insulated helping maintaining a consistent cook-
ing temperature, giving you peace of mind that you 
can ‘cook while you sleep’ and everything will be fresh 
and delicious for the next day’s service.

So when you’re looking for catering excellence in 
American-style BBQ, check out the custom-made 
Gravity Fed Cabinets from JAGRD.

BLACK BEAUTY/STRETCH
BBQ SMOKER-PIZZA OVENS

Handmade and built of 6mm Steel throughout (Dou-
ble walled) Over 250kg

Two-three Cooking levels

Ample Room for 4-6 Large Baking Trays

All JAGRD smoker-wood fired ovens are ideal for 
family entertaining or catering and are proven 
‘award-winning’ ovens, you can cook a huge variety 
of delicious foods, from the perfect pizza to a 
succulent roast, all within the hour!

ASADO GRILL & ROTISSERIES

When you want to cook hot and fast to
get the best flavours from your steaks, chops 
and seafood, you can’t beat a custom-made 
charcoal grill to create mouth-watering delicious 
food every day.!

800mm x 500mm

Strong 10mm square grilling surface,

Keeping with the Mad Max feel 4mm blade cutouts

Proven to perform beautifully with a hot plate for all 
those smash patty burgers nights too.

100% Australian Made

Heat to 250 degrees in 30mins! We encourage you to 
use small lump charcoal head beads for Cold Smok-
ing, holding temp at a Steady 75-100°

100% Australian Made

Perfect Outdoor Heating


